Abstract: This paper presents a novel stochastic optimisation approach to determining the feasible optimal solution of the economic dispatch (ED) problem considering various generator constraints. Many practical constraints of generators, such as ramp rate limits, prohibited operating zones and the valve point effect, are considered. These constraints make the ED problem a non-smooth/nonconvex minimisation problem with constraints. The proposed optimisation algorithm is called selftuning hybrid differential evolution (self-tuning HDE). The self-tuning HDE utilises the concept of the 1/5 success rule of evolution strategies (ESs) in the original HDE to accelerate the search for the global optimum. Three test power systems, including 3-, 13-and 40-unit power systems, are applied to compare the performance of the proposed algorithm with genetic algorithms, the differential evolution algorithm and the HDE algorithm. Numerical results indicate that the entire performance of the proposed self-tuning HDE algorithm outperforms the other three algorithms.
Introduction
Economic dispatch (ED) is an important optimisation task in power system operation for allocating generation among the committed units. Its objective is to minimise the total generation cost of units, while satisfying the various physical constraints. Because of physical limitations of the power generators, a generating unit may have prohibited operating zones between the minimum and maximum power outputs. Generators that operate in these zones may experience amplification of vibrations in their shaft bearings, which should be avoided in practical application. On the other hand, due to the fact that unit generation output cannot be changed instantaneously, the unit in the actual operating processes is restricted by its ramp rate limit [1, 2] . Moreover, the units of real input-output characteristics include higher order nonlinearities and discontinuities owing to the valve point effect, which has been modelled as a circulating commutated sinusoidal function in [3, 4] . The ED problem with the above considerations is usually a nonsmooth/non-convex optimisation problem [1] . This kind of optimisation problem is very hard, if not impossible, to solve using traditionally deterministic optimisation algorithms. Therefore we propose a stochastic optimisation approach. A brief survey of proposed algorithms for the ED problem in the open literature is given as follows, but it is far from complete. The Lagrangian multiplier method [5] , which is generally used in the ED problem, is no longer directly applicable. To solve such a non-smooth/non-convex ED problem, Lee and Breipohi [1] decomposed the non-convex decision space into a number of convex sub-regions and then used the Lagrangian multiplier method to solve the problem. Nevertheless, this may require a large computational burden to obtain an optimal solution when a system has several units with prohibited zones. Fan and McDonald [6] proposed an algorithm based on conventional l-d iterative dispatch to obtain the solution. Su and Chiou [7] applied the Hopfield network approach to solve the ED with prohibited operating zones, but the Hopfield network method requires two-phase computations and cannot consider power loss. Lin et al. [8] presented integrated evolutionary programming, tabu search (TS) and quadratic programming (QP) methods to solve non-convex ED problems. This integrated artificial intelligence method also requires two-phase computations. Lin et al. [9] developed an improved TS algorithm for ED with non-continuous and non-smooth cost functions, but the prohibited zones and system spinning reserve are relaxed in this work. Sewtohul et al. [10] proposed genetic algorithms (GAs) to solve the ED problem in light of the valve point effect. Wong and Fung [11] developed a simulated annealingbased ED algorithm to solve ED considering the transmission loss. Sinha et al. [12] used an evolutionary programming (EP) method to solve ED problems. However, the last two studies did not consider the prohibited zones. Gaing [13, 14] proposed a particle swarm optimisation (PSO) method for solving the ED problems in power systems.
Hybrid differential evolution (HDE) [15, 16] is a stochastic optimisation method. The fittest of an offspring competes one by one with that of the corresponding parent, which is different from the other evolutionary algorithms (EAs). This competition implies that the parent is replaced by its offspring if the fitness of the offspring is better than that of its parent. On the other hand, the parent is retained in the next generation if the fitness of the offspring is worse than that of its parent. This one by one competition gives rise to a faster convergence rate. However, this faster convergence also leads to a higher probability of obtaining a local optimum because the diversity of the population descends faster during the solution process. To overcome this drawback, the migrating operator and the accelerated operator act as trade-off operators for the diversity of population and convergence properties in HDE. The migrating operator maintains the diversity of the population, which guarantees a high probability of obtaining the global optimum. The accelerated operator is used to accelerate convergence. However, a fixed scaling factor is used in HDE. Using a smaller scaling factor, HDE becomes increasingly robust, but much computational time must be expanded to evaluate the objective function. HDE with a larger scaling factor generally produces a local solution or divergence. Lin et al. [17] used a random number with a value between zero and one as a scaling factor. However, a random scaling factor could not guarantee the fast convergence.
In this study, the self-tuning HDE for solving the nonsmooth/non-convex ED problems considering the various physical constraints is proposed. Different from the HDE, Np scaling factors based on the 1/5 success rule of evolution strategies (ESs) [18, 19] are used in the self-tuning HDE method to accelerate the search for the global solution. That is, every individual has a corresponding scaling factor. According to the convergence property of every individual, the corresponding scaling factor is adjusted based on the 1/5 success rule of ESs to accelerate the search for the global solution. The 3-, 13-, and 40-unit ED systems from the literature are used to compare the performance of the proposed method with other stochastic optimisation methods, such as GAs, differential evolution (DE) and HDE.
Problem formulation
The objective of the ED is to minimise the total generation cost of a power system over some appropriate period while satisfying various constraints. The power system balance of conditions for system demand, power losses and entire generator power, as well as the generating power constraints, including prohibited zones, ramp rate limit, spinning reserve and valve point effect for all units, should be satisfied. In this paper, some unit of the maximum spinning reserve capacity is set at 15-30% of the maximum power [20] . The valve point constraint has been modelled on either the piece-wise quadratic cost function [8] or a circulating commutated sinusoidal function [4] to represent the valve point loading in the cost function. Therefore the ED problem considering generator constraints can be mathematically described as follows
where i denotes index of units, F i , fuel cost function of unit i; P i , power generation of unit i; P i min , minimum generation limit of unit i; C, set of all units; a i , b i , c i , e i , f i , fuel cost coefficients of unit i. Subject to the following constraints (i) Power balance constraint
where P D denotes total load demand; P L , power losses; B ij , power loss coefficient.
(ii) System spinning reserve constraints
where S i , spinning reserve of unit i; S R , system spinning reserve requirement; P imax , maximum generation limit of unit i; S imax , maximum spinning reserve of unit i; c, set of all units with prohibited zones. In a unit with prohibited operating zones, these zones strictly limit the unit's ability to regulate system load because load regulation may result in its falling into certain prohibited operating zones. Therefore the system spinning reserve requirement must be supplied by way of regulating the units without prohibited zones.
(iii) Generation limits of units Ramp rate limits constraints
Units with prohibited operating zones
Units without prohibited operating zones P i min P i P i max (9) where P 0i , previous output power of unit i; UR i , up ramp limit of unit i; DR i , down ramp limit of unit i; P i,j l , lower bound of the jth prohibited zone of unit i; P i,j u ; upper bound of the jth prohibited zone of unit i; n i , number of prohibited zones in unit i.
In this study, the treatment of constraints is performed with the penalty function methods. The penalty function methods are among the most popular techniques used to handle constraints, are easy to implement and are considered efficient. The penalty method is usually a close degree to the nearest solution in a reasonable region, and it can allow an objective function effort to arrive at the optimum solution. The penalty method is implemented in this paper as follows.
First, if the ED takes account of the prohibited zone constraints, the delimitation point divides the prohibited zone into two sub-zones, that is the left and right prohibited subzones. The delimitation point is set in the middle point of each prohibited zone in this work. When a unit operates in one of its prohibited zones, the strategy is to force the unit to move either towards the lower bound of that zone from the left sub-zone or towards the upper bound of that zone from the right sub-zone. The unit power must conform to the constraint of (8) when the unit does not include prohibited zones. In addition to prohibited zone constraints, the computation results also must conform to ramp rate limits in (7), the system spinning reserve requirement in (4) and the power balance condition in (2) . The fuel cost function with these constrains is rewritten from (1) as
where q 1 , q 2 and q 3 are penalty factors when these terms are zero in (10) , and no constraints are violated; otherwise, these terms are positive values. To solve the above mentioned system, the self-tuning HDE is described as follows.
Self-tuning HDE algorithm
The main idea of the self-tuning HDE is to use the variable scaling factor based on the 1/5 success rule of the ESs [18, 19] to overcome the drawback of the fixed and random scaling factor used in the HDE. Different from the HDE, every individual has the corresponding scaling factor in the self-tuning HDE. The rule of updating the scaling factor based on the 1/5 success rule of ESs is used to adjust the scaling factor. The 1/5 success rule emerged as a conclusion of the process of optimising the convergence rate of two functions (the so-called corridor mode and sphere model [18, 19, 21] ). The rule of updating the scaling factor is as follows
where p i t and N p are the frequency of successful mutations measured of the ith individual and population size, respectively. The successful mutation of the ith individual defines that the fitness value of the ith individual is better than that of its parent. The initial value of the scaling factor, SF i , is set to 1.2 [22, 23] . The factors of c d ¼ 0.82 and c j ¼ 1/0.82 [18, 19] are used for adjustment, which should take place for every y iterations. The iteration index y suggested by [19] is equal to 10 Â b, where b is a constant. When the migration operator is performed, the value of the scaling factor is defined as follows.
Where iter and itermax are the numbers of the current iteration and the maximum iteration, respectively. The scaling factor can be reset as (12) when the scaling factor is too small to find a better solution in the solution process.
Formally, the self-tuning HDE algorithm is briefly described in the following.
Step 1: Initialisation
The system data is input and the initial population generated. The initial population is chosen randomly in order to cover the entire parameter space uniformly. A uniform probability distribution for all random variables is assumed in the following
where s i [ (0, 1] is a random number. The initial process can produce N P individuals of X i 0 randomly.
Step 2: Mutation operation
Five strategies of mutation operator have been introduced by [22] . The essential ingredient in the mutation operation is the difference vector. Each individual pair in a population at the gth generation defines a difference vector D jk as
The mutation process at the gth generation begins by randomly selecting either two or four population individuals X g j , X g k , X g l , and X g m for any j, k, l and m. These four individuals are then combined to form a difference vector D jklm as
A mutant vector is then generated based on the present individual in the mutation process by
where the scaling factor, SF i , is a constant. In addition, j, k, l and m are randomly selected. The perturbed individual in (16) is essentially a noisy replica of X g p . Herein, the parent individual X g p depends on the circumstance in which the type of the mutation operation is employed.
Step 3: Crossover operation
In order to extend the diversity of further individuals at the next generation, the perturbed individual of X gþ1 i
and the present individual of X g i are chosen by a binomial distribution to progress the crossover operation to generate the offspring. Each gene of i-th individual is reproduced from the mutant vectors
where i ¼ 1, . . . , N P ; q ¼ 1, . . . , n; and the crossover factor C r [ [0,1] is assigned by the user.
Step 4: Estimation and selection
The evaluation function of a child is one-to-one competed to that of its parent. This competition means that the parent is replaced by its child if the fitness of the child is better than that of its parent. On the other hand, the parent is retained in the next generation if the fitness of the child is worse than that of its parent, that is
where 'arg min' means the argument of the minimum.
Step 5 q-th gene of the ith individual is as follows
where s i and d are randomly generated numbers uniformly distributed in the range of [0,1]; i ¼ 1, . . . , N P ; and q ¼ 1, . . . , n. The migrating operation is executed only if a measure fails to match the desired tolerance of population diversity. The measure is defined as follows
where
Parameter 1] expresses the desired tolerance for the population diversity and the gene diversity with respect to the best individual. The h X is the scale index.
From (21) and (22), it can be seen that the value 1 is in the range of [0,1]. If 1 is smaller than 1 1 , then the migrating operation is executed to generate a new population to escape the local point; otherwise, the migrating operation is turned off. The convergence rate of the proposed self-tuning HDE can be improved by the use of the 1/5 success rule of ESs. However, this faster descent typically results in a local minimum or premature convergence. That is, the candidate individuals gradually cluster around the best individual such that the population diversity is quickly decreased. These closely clustered individuals cannot reproduce to the next better individuals via the mutation and crossover operations as obtained from (15) and (17) . Thus, the migration operation in the self-tuning HDE must be performed to regenerate a new diversified population if a measure of population diversity fails to satisfy the desired tolerance, (21) and (22).
Step 6: Accelerated operation if necessary When the best individual at the present generation is not improved any longer by the mutation and crossover operations, a decent method is then employed to push the present best individual towards attaining a better point. Thus, the accelerated phase is expressed as follows
where X g b denotes the best individual, as obtained from (19) . The gradient of the objective function, rJ , can be approximately calculated by finite difference. The step size a [ (0, 1] in (23) is determined by the descent property. Initially, a is set to one to obtain the new individual.
Step 7: Updating the scaling factor if necessary
The scaling factor should be updated as (11) in every y iterations. When the migrating operation that is performed or the scaling factor is too small to find the better solution, the scaling factor is reset as (12).
Step 8: Repeat step 2 to step 7 until the maximum iteration quantity or the desired fitness is accomplished There are seven parameters employed in the proposed selftuning HDE method, including population size N P , crossover factor C r , mutation operator strategy, iteration index q, maximum iterations itermax, tolerance of population diversity 1 1 
This computational process of the self-tuning HDE algorithm for solving the optimal ED problem is stated using a flowchart, shown in Fig. 1 . This section presents the computation results on three test systems which were performed to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. An ED problem including 3-, 13-, and 40-unit power systems from the literature have been investigated. In order to simulate the valve point effects of the generating units, a recurring sinusoid component is added with the objective function of fuel cost. However, many practical constraints of generators, such as ramp rate limits, prohibited operating zones, spinning reserve and power loss are also considered in the optimisation process. To verify the performance of the proposed algorithm, these three systems are repeatedly tested a hundred times by the self-tuning HDE, HDE, DE and GA methods. The software was written in Matlab and executed on a Pentium 1.5 GHz with 768 MB of RAM. The results of fuel costs and average CPU times are used to compare the performance of the proposed self-tuning HDE method with power balance constraints only for those obtained in recent studies presented in the literature and with, as mentioned above, all constraints for that of the GA, DE and HDE methods. The C code for the real-coded GA [21] algorithm was built by Denis Cormier (North Carolina State University) and modified by Sita S. Raghavan (University of North Carolina at Charlotte). The GA packages were rewritten in Matlab software. The Matlab code of the DE algorithm was obtained from Kenneth Price and Rainer Storn's website in [22] , and the HDE algorithm, also written in Matlab code, was obtained from [15] .
ED problem with power balance constraint only
In the study, the power loss, ramp rate limit and prohibited zones are disregarded to conform to the system conditions in the literature [12] . Therefore the penalty factors in (10) are set at 20 for q 1 , and zero for q 2 and q 3 . The 3-, 13-and 40-unit power systems, which have respective load demands of 850, 1800 and 10 500 MW, are computed by both self-tuning HDE and HDE methods. The common setting factors used in the self-tuning HDE to solve the three systems are as follows. The crossover factor (C r ), is set at 0.8, and population size (N P ) is 5. The scaling factor is updated as (11) and (12) in every 20 iterations. The second mutation operator is used in the self-tuning HDE. Two tolerances, 1 1 and 1 2 , used in the migrating operation are set to 0.1 and 0.01, respectively. These initial setting factors for the HDE method are the same as that of the self-tuning HDE, except that the HDE uses a scaling factor fixed at 0.5, according to the author's suggestion [16] . For the 3-unit system, the maximum iteration is set at 50, and the best fuel costs of computation results with self-tuning HDE and HDE methods are all the same, 3234.07 $/h, and the average CPU times are 0.053 and 0.056, respectively. The results show that self-tuning HDE and HDE methods are both able to quickly search out the global solution. For the 13-and 40-unit power systems, the maximum iterations are set at 2500 and 8500, respectively, by the self-tuning HDE and HDE algorithms. The computational results of the self-tuning HDE and HDE methods are compared with particle swarm optimisation (PSO) [24] , modified particle swarm optimisation (MPSO) [25] , hybrid particle swarm optimisation and sequential quadratic programming (PSO-SQP) [24] , improved fast evolutionary programming (IFEP) [12] and a combination of chaotic differential evolution and sequential quadratic programming (DEC-SQP) [26, 27] Tables 2 and 3 
ED problem with all constraints
In this work, the penalty factors q 1 and q 3 in (10) are set at 20 and 10 000, respectively, and q 2 is set at 10 000 when the test system has a system spinning reserve constraint; otherwise, q 2 is set at zero. The fuel cost function is solved in the 3-, 13-and 40-unit power systems by the self-tuning HDE, HDE, DE and GA methods.
Example 1:
The data of the test system is obtained from [4] , which includes three generating units cost function and loss coefficients B matrix, with modification in the fuel cost functions to incorporate the prohibited zones and ramp rate limits. The total load demand of the system is 835 MW. The input data including prohibited zones and ramp rate limits of the three units are listed in the Appendix, except for the fuel cost coefficients of the units in [4] . To verify the performance of the proposed self-tuning HDE method, the GA and DE methods are also applied to solve this system. These initial setting factors for the HDE and self-tuning HDE methods are the same as those mentioned in the above section, and the maximum iteration is set at 50. The GA and DE methods seem to be sensitive to tuning of some parameters; thus, these parameters are set according to the experiences of many experiments conducted on these three ED problems. The GA parameters could be selected as follows. The crossover ratio is 0.5, the population size is 5, the maximum iteration is 50 and the mutation ratio is 0.01. The DE parameters were selected as follows. The crossover factor is 0.6, the population size is 5, the maximum iteration is 50 and the mutation operation is 2. These two methods obtain the best solution under these conditions. The computational results of the best, average, and the worst fuel costs, unit generations, power loss and average CPU time among the 100 runs of solutions which satisfy the system constraints are listed in Table 4 . In Table 4 , the best solution of the Example 1 system is displayed in boldface. From the computation results shown in Table 1 , we find that all four algorithms have the potential to find the global solution. Among these approaches, the self-tuning HDE algorithm results in the longest average CPU time, but the average fuel cost is the minimum. Fig. 2 displays the computed fuel cost of the first 50 of the 100 runs. As shown in Fig. 2 , the self-tuning HDE algorithm has the most stable and minimum fuel cost. Thus, the self-tuning HDE algorithm is more reliable to find out the global minimum fuel cost in this example. For the sake of further comparison with the approach of GA and DE algorithms, the maximum iteration for GA and DE is set to be 100 and 150 to run the Example 1 system 100 times again. The results of the best, average and the worst fuel costs and average CPU time from this experiment are listed in Table 5 . It is observed that fuel costs obtained by the GA, DE and HDE approaches are slightly higher than or equal to that of the self-tuning HDE approach. Under the condition of itermax ¼ 150, the average fuel cost for GA and DE is closer to the computation result of the selftuning HDE with itermax ¼ 50 and the average CPU time for GA and DE is slightly greater than that of the self-tuning HDE; the maximum iteration of GA and DE is three times that of self-tuning HDE.
Example 2:
The data of the test system is obtained from [28] , which has 13 generating units, and the loss coefficients B matrix is obtained from [13, 14] with modification in the fuel cost functions to incorporate the prohibited zones and ramp rate limits. The spinning reserve constraint is also considered in this application system. Input data of the 13-unit system are listed in the Appendix, except for the fuel cost coefficients of units in [28] . In this system, five units have prohibited operating zones, and the remaining eight units contribute the required spinning reserve to the system. The total load demand of the system is 2520 MW, and the system provides a required spinning reserve of 180 MW at least. These initial setting factors for the GA, DE, HDE and self-tuning HDE methods are the same as those in Example 1, except that the maximum iteration is set at 2500. The computation results are listed in Table 6 . Table 6 shows that both the best fuel cost and average fuel cost obtained by GA, DE and HDE algorithms are relatively higher than those obtained by the proposed selftuning HDE. In Table 6 , the best solution of the Example 2 system is displayed in boldface. Fig. 3 represents the convergence properties of the GA, DE, HDE and self-tuning HDE in the process of searching for the minimum fuel cost. The figure shows that the convergence property of the self-tuning HDE algorithm is superior to that of the other three algorithms. For the sake of further comparison with the approach of GA and DE algorithms, the N P is set to be 10 and 15 to run the Example 2 system 100 times again. The results of computations from these experiments are listed in Table 7 . It is observed that fuel costs obtained by the GA, DE and HDE algorithms are slightly higher than or equal to that of the self-tuning HDE algorithm. In addition, the average CPU times of the self-tuning HDE is lower than those of the GA, DE and HDE methods.
Example 3:
This test system consisting of a practical 40-unit Taiwan power (Taipower) system [2] , with modifications to incorporate the valve point effect [12] . In this system, the total load demand of the system is 10 500 MW. The input data of the system are given in the Appendix, except for the fuel cost coefficients of units in [12] . Generator constraints of prohibited zone and ramp rate limit from number 10 to 14 units of prohibited zones are listed in the Appendix. These prohibited zones result in four disjoint feasible sub-regions for each of the units. Hence, those zones result in a non-convex decision space which consists of 1024 convex sub-spaces for the example system. In order to obtain the minimum fuel cost, the maximum iteration parameter setting for the four methods is set to be 8500; the population size is modified to be 10 for the GA and DE methods. The remaining parameters are the same as those of Example 1. The computational results are shown in Table 8 . In Table 8 , the best solution of the Example 3 system is displayed in boldface, and the lowest of the best fuel cost among the four algorithms is observed from the self-tuning HDE; it is 123 496.02 $/h. The worst fuel cost of these 100 runs obtained by the selftuning HDE method is 124 570.74 $/h. The best and worst fuel costs compared with the other three methods are too close.
From the computation results in the three test systems, it appears that the self-tuning HDE could search for the minimum fuel cost under various generator constraints via the fixed population size. The comparison of computation complexity of four algorithms is shown in Fig. 4 , which reveals the relation of the numbers of units against the average CPU times. We find that the self-tuning HDE algorithm has better computation complexity.
Conclusions
In this paper, we suggest employing the self-tuning HDE algorithm to solve the non-smooth/non-convex ED problem with the valve point effect and with/without constraints of the prohibited zones, ramp rate limit and spinning reserve. Three stochastic optimisation algorithms, including GA, DE and HDE, are also employed to solve the ED problem for comparison with the self-tuning HDE. Three test systems have been employed to illustrate the application of the proposed method. Computational results show that the proposed self-tuning HDE algorithm is superior to the other three (GA, DE and HDE) algorithms in terms of computed minimum fuel cost and computational complexity.
